Comlux is one of the leaders in VIP aviation operating worldwide with the highest standards of safety and quality.

Beyond charter operations, Comlux offers a comprehensive set of services to VIP customers who wish to have their aircraft managed personally and professionally. This includes aircraft management, sales & acquisitions, cabin design & completion and maintenance & engineering services.
The ultra spacious cabins of our Airbus ACJ Family and our Boeing 767 BBJ allow to carry large groups in ultimate luxury. Comlux is the largest Airbus VIP operator worldwide.

With our Bombardier Challenger and Embraer Legacy fleets, we make the flight more productive and efficient for our VIP passengers.

Fly Comlux operates and manages a large fleet of VIP aircraft, offering always the best solution to match the flying needs of its customers, whether private or commercial operations. Comlux operates under 4 AOC (Aircraft Operating Certificates): Malta (EASA), Kazakhstan, Aruba and San Marino.

Fly Comlux can provide customized management solutions to aircraft owners worldwide. For aircraft users, we always have a VIP aircraft available on charter that perfectly suits your travel requirements.

Thanks to our in-house dispatch and crew teams, we operate with the highest standards of safety and rigorous on time scheduling. We are committed to provide the best quality of services on board, which has made the reputation of Comlux around the world.

Our young aircraft fleet features the most modern technology with the latest standard of equipment for safety and security on board. Each of our cabin interiors are unique, always featuring a stylish and luxurious atmosphere.

Space and comfort

The ultra spacious cabins of our Airbus ACJ Family and our Boeing 767 BBJ allow to carry large groups in ultimate luxury. Comlux is the largest Airbus VIP operator worldwide.

Range and speed

Bombardier Global and Gulfstream aircraft fly further and faster than other jets, allowing our passengers to reach their destination non-stop and quicker, all always in excellent comfort.

Value for money

With our Bombardier Challenger and Embraer Legacy fleets, we make the flight more productive and efficient for our VIP passengers.
Fly Comlux Charter sales are managed by its subsidiary OneAbove by Comlux, based in Zurich. With offices in Miami, Moscow, Bahrain and Hong-Kong, OneAbove charter experts arrange your choice of aircraft, from any departure to any destination, at any time you choose.

Our teams are available 24/7 to provide on-demand cost effective quotations and will make all the necessary arrangements for your flight.

At Comlux, we want to make your journey an unforgettable experience. Thanks to their strong international VIP flying experience enriched by regular training courses, our cabin attendants will provide you with a seamless personal service.

Whatever you might need on your journey, our dedicated Flight Manager will ensure that your in-flight dining meets all your requirements.

VIP Charter

- Reactivity
- Choice
- Availability
Selling or buying aircraft requires technical, commercial, contractual and legal skills. Comlux Transactions has integrated all such skills within a team of professionals accounting numerous years of experience in business aviation.

If you wish to acquire a new aircraft or sell your current one, Comlux Transactions can help you find the best solution adapted to your needs and requirements.

On top of contractual matters, Comlux Transactions has developed expertise in legal support and aircraft financing.

In coordination with Comlux Engineering and Services, Comlux Transactions can support your project from aircraft acquisition to entry into service (including technical acceptance, registration, financing and tax matters, etc.).

Comlux Transactions can coordinate the entire aircraft project with your advisors, financiers and local counsels.
Your aircraft purchase should simplify your business and your life. Comlux can provide you with a customized aircraft management solution which incorporates all the essential services such as aircraft crewing, maintenance, flight dispatch and finance.

The Comlux aircraft management service also provides you with a named Aircraft Manager who is responsible for the co-ordination of your flights allowing you to simply sit back and relax, knowing that your asset is being managed by industry experts.
Whatever your aircraft type, Comlux has set up its own aircraft engineering and cabin management services.

From green aircraft definition assistance, through cabin interior follow up during the outfitting phase, and all the way to completed aircraft delivery, our professional team ensures technical and commercial services on your behalf.

In the case of aircraft purchase, Comlux Engineering and Services can ensure pre-purchase inspections visits and provide you with highly qualified technical advices.

Comlux Completion is approved to perform Continuing Airworthiness on Airbus and Boeing VIP aircraft.
Comlux The Aviation Group is one of the leaders in VIP charter services operating worldwide with the highest standards of safety and quality. Beyond charter operations, Comlux offers a comprehensive set of services to VIP customers who wish to have their aircraft managed personally and professionally. This includes aircraft management, sales & acquisitions, cabin design & completion and maintenance & engineering services.
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Each customer is as unique as our designs; from modern contemporary to classic. With more than 6 years experience we have created all sizes of interiors - from mid size cabins and narrow bodies to wide body aircrafts. Our work is our passion. With an international team of designers and architects we realize your dreams. Working together with our international team of aviation experts, from our flying crew to our aircraft engineers, we guarantee not only a design you will love but also an interior which works everywhere, to make you feel as comfortable as possible.

Customize Cabin Design

Designing as well as completing an aircraft requires a clear vision and understanding of the project when technical, artistic and managing skills are involved. Comlux Creatives has integrated all those competences within a team of aviation experts.

Beyond the creation of your desired interior, Comlux Creatives is not just another designer and is able to propose complete assistance from day one, ensuring unmatched product quality of your own project.

Creativity

Passion

Expertise
Comlux is one of the leaders in VIP charter services operating worldwide with the highest standards of safety and quality. Beyond charter operations, Comlux offers a comprehensive set of services to VIP customers who wish to have their aircraft managed personally and professionally. This includes aircraft management, sales & acquisitions, cabin design & completion, and maintenance & engineering services.
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Commitment - Presence - Reputation

Comlux Completion is one of the leading completion centers worldwide, offering customized solutions to create an interior reflecting your lifestyle. The ultra modern facilities can accommodate up to one Wide Body aircraft and 4 narrow body aircraft at the same time.

Comlux Completion is approved to perform VIP completions on Airbus, Boeing and Sukhoi VIP aircraft, creating “Comfort & Luxury” on board.

Comlux Completion is not just a Completion Center: Comlux Completion is one of the few completion centers integrating all cabin interior capabilities in-house.

Each client is unique, that is why Comlux Completion considers each aircraft interior completion as a new challenge. There is one thing that remains unchanged from project to project: Comlux Completion is always committed to providing you the highest quality with minimum downtime.
Comlux has extensive capabilities to perform maintenance, refurbishment and upgrades on several types of business jet aircraft.

- First independent Airbus ACJ Service Center worldwide
- Boeing BBJ Warranty and Repair Center
- Bombardier Authorized Service Facility
- Sukhoi Authorized EASA Part 145 Completion Center

Our teams are committed to providing comprehensive maintenance support around the clock to ensure the safe and reliable operation of your aircraft with minimal downtime.

Comlux is your long-term partner to protect your aircraft’s value.
VIP Charter
OneAbove by Comlux - Zurich
fly@oneabove.aero
+41 44 289 11 11

Aircraft Management
aircraftmgt@comlux.com
+41 44 205 5070

Aircraft sales
aircraftsales@comlux.com
+41 44 205 5070

Cabin Design and Completion
creatives@comluxaviation.com
completion@comluxaviation.us
+1 317 472 7370

Maintenance and Refurbishment Services
maintenance@comluxaviation.us
refurbishment@comluxaviation.us
+1 317 472 7370

Regional Offices
Europe & India
Zurich:
fly@comluxaviation.com
+41 44 890 7200

Middle East & Africa
Bahrain:
fly@comluxaviation.com
+973 1373 9030

Asia Pacific
Hong Kong:
fly@comluxaviation.com
+852 2024 8918

Russia & CIS
Moscow:
fly@comluxaviation.com
+7 495 902 54 44

Americas
Miami:
fly@comluxaviation.com
+1 786 708 8422

Other inquiries
comluxmanagement@comlux.com
marketing@comlux.com
+41 44 205 5070
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